Conformation and energy transfer in single conjugated polymers.
In contrast to the detailed understanding of inorganic materials, researchers lack a comprehensive view of how the properties of bulk organic materials arise from their individual components. For conjugated polymers to eventually serve as low cost semiconductor layers in electronic devices, researchers need to better understand their functionality. For organics, traditional materials science measurements tend to destroy the species of interest, especially at low concentrations. However, fluorescence continues to be a remarkably flexible, relatively noninvasive tool for probing the properties of individual molecules and allows researchers to carry out a broad range of experiments based on a relatively simple concept. In addition, the sensitivity of single-molecule spectroscopy allows researchers to see the properties of an individual component that would be masked in the bulk phase. In this Account, we examine several photophysical properties of different conjugated polymers using single-molecule spectroscopy. In these experiments, we probed the relationship between the conformation of single conjugated polymer chains and the distance scale and efficiency of energy transfer within the polymer. Recent studies used polarization anisotropy measurements on single polymer chains to study chain folding following spin-casting from solution. This Account summarizes the effects of monomer regioregularity and backbone rigidity, by comparing a regiorandom phenylene vinylene (MEH-PPV) with both a regiorandom and regioregular thiophene (P3HT). Synthesis of novel polymers allowed us to explore the role of different conformation-directing inclusions in a PPV backbone. We showed that these inclusions control the conformation of individual chains and that molecular dynamics can predict these structural effects. In situ solvent vapor annealing studies explored the dynamics of polymer chains as well as the effect of solvent evaporation on the structural equilibrium of the polymer. We observed that a slower rate of solvent evaporation results in a narrow population of highly ordered polymer chains. These highly ordered single chains serve as a model system to probe the effect of conformation on energy transfer following excitation in single MEH-PPV polymer chains in two distinct experiments. In the first, we correlated the anisotropy of the fluorescence emission of individual chains with the anisotropy of their fluorescence excitation. Using this data, we derived a model for energy transfer in a conjugated polymer, simulating chromophores along a chain, coupled via Förster energy transfer. In the second experiment, super-resolution measurements demonstrated the ability of single-molecule spectroscopy to directly visualize energy transfer along a polymer chain embedded in a model device environment. A capacitive device allowed for controlled localization of hole polarons onto the polymer chain. These positive charges subsequently quenched local excitations, providing insight into the range of energy transfer in these single polymer molecules. As researchers continue to characterize conjugated polymer films and develop methods for creating multichain systems, single-molecule techniques will provide a greater understanding of how polymer morphology influences interchain interactions and will lead to a richer description of the electronic properties of bulk conjugated polymer films.